1991 camaro fuel pump

For more information go to With their advanced, highly durable design, Holley fuel pump is
precision-engineered to optimize fuel pressure and flow to deliver lasting, ultra-reliable fuel
system and engine performance. With over years of experience, Holley is one of th DriveMotive
fuel pumps deliver the right amount of fuel for all loads and speeds. Built to last and engineered
for clean, consistent flow, DriveMotive fuel pumps are ready to restore smooth performance and
superior efficiency to your en Great fit, efficient performance, and robust style are the defining
characteristics of Airtex's original equipment equivalent fuel pump. This replacement item is
thoroughly patterned after to work like the ge We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest
version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports.
Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Fuel Pump part. Returns Policy. Quantity
Sold. Recommended Use. Fuel Sending Unit Included. Product Fit. Shop Chevrolet Camaro Fuel
Pump. Showing 1 - 15 of 17 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add
to cart. Part Number: AFE Part Number: BS Part Number: H Universal Fit. Page 1 of 2 Showing 1
- 15 of 17 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. When picking a reliable brand
name for your intake system's fuel pump, trust Airtex. Sep 21, It was a good fuel pump and i
recomend it. Ot was as it was supposed to be. I actually needed one for a carburator because
there is too much pressure and it keeps the needle valve open but that is my fault. John Louis.
Purchased on Aug 31, Aug 05, On time and good quality. Works perfectly!! Purchased on Jul 21,
Jul 28, David Quiros. Purchased on Jul 07, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. It can be
a stand-alone module or a computer integrated into the PCM. Automotive professionals break
down no-start situations into two separate categories: crank-no-start and no-crank-no-start.
Consult the factory information for repair instructions and recommended safety procedures.
Other issues can mimic a faulty fuel pump. Perform a thorough diagnosis to ensure the pump is
the problem before replacing it. Part 1: Check whether the problem is fuel-related. Contact Us.
Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy.
California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. As you're already aware, the
throttle body fuel injection system on your to 4. And although GM did not include a Schrader
valve to which you could connect a fuel pressure gauge, it can be tested with one to find out if
the fuel pump is producing the correct pressure or not. In this tutorial I'm going to show you
two different methods to verify if the no start condition on your 4. One method involves using
just starting fluid and the other involves using a fuel pressure gauge. One method is a very
accurate way of diagnosing a lack of fuel condition causing a no start, the other method is not
that accurate. Be careful and take all necessary safety precautions. Use extreme care when
using starting fluid since it ignites as easily as gasoline. Accomplishing both tests indicated in
this article, without any unhappy consequences, is more than possible if you're careful and use
common sense. A bad fuel pump will make your 4. Here are some more specific symptoms:.
Although the above list is a not a very complete list of symptoms, the theme that runs thru'
them, and any other related symptom, is that the engine will crank and crank, but not start.
There are two ways to tap into the fuel line to see how much pressure the fuel pump in
producing. One method involves removing the fuel filter and using an adapter, that has a
Schrader valve on it, in its place. You then connect your fuel pressure test gauge to this
adapter. The other method is to use an adapter between the throttle body assembly and the
pressure line. Once this adapter is installed, you then connect your fuel pressure gauge to it.
Below you'll find the adapter that's use in the fuel filter's place and the fuel pressure gauge kit
that comes with the adapter that fits between the throttle body assembly and the fuel pressure
line. If the injectors are not spraying fuel, then the next step is to coax the engine into starting
using starting fluid. Remove the top cover of the air filter assembly. You don't have to
completely remove the assembly, just the cover. Spray starting fluid down the bore of the
throttle body. When you have sprayed a good squirt of starting fluid, quickly place the air filter
assembly's cover back on. IMPORTANT: Placing the cover back on the air filter assembly is
important because it'll prevent any back-fire, that may occur, from spouting flames out of the
throttle body. Have your helper crank the engine once the intake cover is back on the air filter
assembly. You'll get one of two results with this test: 1. The engine will start momentarily and
after a few seconds will die or. The engine will only crank but not start at all. Now, remember
what I said about this test not being very accurate? Well, I suggest you do one more test. This is
to remove the fuel line that connects to the fuel injector rail and place it in a container. Then
have a helper bump the starter while you check to see if fuel comes out of the Line and into the
container. This way, you can visually see if there is or there isn't fuel coming out of the fuel line.
As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a small commission from qualifying purchases from the
Amazon product links from this website. Your purchase helps support my work in bringing you
real diagnostic testing information to help you solve the problem! Page 1 Page 2. Contents of
this tutorial:. All Articles: 4. Do NOT follow this link or you will be banned from the site! Skip to

main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Electric Fuel Pump. Fuel Cap Tester Adapter. Fuel
Feed Pipe O-Ring. Fuel Filler Neck. Fuel Filter. Fuel Filter Seal. Fuel Filter Set. Fuel Injection
Harness Connector. Fuel Injection Plenum Gasket Set. Fuel Level Sending Unit. Fuel Line
Connector. Fuel Line O-Ring. Fuel Line Repair Kit. Fuel Pressure Regulator Service Kit. Fuel
Pump Connector. Fuel Pump Flange. Fuel Pump Flange Gasket. Fuel Pump Gasket. Fuel Pump
Lock Ring. Fuel Pump Mounting Gasket. Fuel Pump Plate Gasket. Fuel Pump Pulsator. Fuel
Pump Relay Connector. Fuel Pump Resistor Push Rod. Fuel Pump Tank Seal. Fuel Pump Wiring
Harness. Fuel Screen. Fuel Sending Unit. Fuel Sending Unit Gasket. Fuel Tank. Fuel Tank Cap.
Fuel Tank Kit. Fuel Tank Strap. Throttle Body Injector Filter. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Climate
Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Injection. AC
Delco. Action Crash. Brute Power. DIY Solutions. Spectra Premium. US Motor Works. Shop By
Vehicle. Replacement Electric Fuel Pump. Click to Enlarge. Shipping Options: Free Ground
Shipping. Brock Fuel Pump. Product Remark: with Installation Kit. Features: Meet or exceed OE
specifications. Airtex E Electric Fuel Pump. Autobest Electric Fuel Pump. Autobest F Electric
Fuel Pump. Brute Power Electric Fuel Pump. AC Delco Fuel Pump. Product List Price:. Shipping
Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Walbro Electric Fuel Pump. Features: Installation Kit.
Features: Universal Intank Fuel Pump. Notes: Electric Fuel Pump -- Fuel tank contamination is
the leading cause of premature fuel pump failure. To reduce risk of contaminating the
replacement pump, Delphi recommends cleaning the fuel tank before installing a new pump.
Use of fuel tank cleaning kit FC01 is recommended. Features: years of OE experience, supplier
to the world's top automakers, OE Heritage and knowledge built into every aftermarket part,
comprehensive portfolio for a wide range of vehicles and model years. Delphi is a global OE
manufacturer and all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE standards Designed to operate under
extreme temperatures with quick engine starts and to avoid low-fuel hesitation Improved pump
performance as a result of Delphi's innovative design and durability Lower amperage draws
less load on vehicle's electrical system Part is validated, tested and matched to the right vehicle
application Restores fast pressure performance and system integrity, translating to better
pumping through less energy. Delphi Fuel Pump. Delphi W Fuel Pump. Features: Proven in-field
performance in global applications Flexibility to adjust product features and performance to suit
customer needs through selection of armature windings, pump section configuration, and
component features Carbon commutator technology provides improved durability and robust
performance for gasoline and flexible fuel, with blends up to E Highly integrated design for
lower overall cost Compact 39mm diameter that enables excellent packaging flexibility Robu.
Bosch Electric Fuel Pump. Features: Bosch "Better than OE design", improves upon ease of
installation, drivability of your vehicle and extends the life of the vehicle Patented Turbine Pump
technology virtually eliminates fuel pulsation, noise, and reduces hot-start problems
Electromagnetic shielding prevents on-board electronic interference from fuel pump Designed
to operate under extreme temperatures and under low fuel conditions while maintaining an
extended service life All Bosch fuel pumps are 'end-of-line' function tested in order to ensure
highest quality and performance. Notes: Electric Fuel Pump Kit -- 1. Holley Electric Fuel Pump.
Features: Carter Electric Fuel Pumps are made with all new materials under rigorous quality
controlled manufacturing and testing procedures. Quality Carter Electric Fuel Pumps deliver
optimum performance while providing long life. Carter Fuel Systems replacement Electric
Pumps consistently deliver fuel at the precise pressure and flow rate the vehicle demands.
Quality: Premium - High quality new replacement part. Spectra Premium Fuel Pump. Denso
Electric Fuel Pump. Image is not vehicle specific. Spectra Premium Electric Fuel Pump. Fuel
Pump; Strainer; Hardware. Catalog: E. Vehicle Engine Notes Chevrolet Camaro. Catalog: K.
Catalog: B. Vehicle Engine Chevrolet Camaro. Catalog: P. Catalog: Q. Catalog: A. Catalog: N.
Catalog: S. Catalog: F. Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and all fuel pumps are built to
Delphi's OE standards Designed to operate under extreme temperatures with quick engine
starts and to avoid low-fuel hesitation Improved pump performance as a result of Delphi's
innovative design and durability Lower amperage draws less load on vehicle's electrical system
Part is validated, tested and matched to the right vehicle application Restores fast pressure
performance and system integrity, translating to better pumping through less energy Position:
In-Tank Condition: New Position s In-Tank Shipping Options: Ground This Part Fits:. Catalog: H.
Catalog: C. Diameter Features: Carter Electric Fuel Pumps are made with all new materials
under rigorous quality controlled manufacturing and testing procedures. Catalog: D. Vehicle
Notes Chevrolet Camaro. Please expect shipping and customer service delays. We appreciate
your patience and continued support. Product The Perfect Flow Fuel Delivery System is a fuel
pump system designed to support up to horse power in naturally aspirated applications or it
can be configured as a main and secondary pump to support up to horse power View Product
Details. This externally-mounted electric fuel pump is ideal for most street and strip

applications. Proven rotary vein technology provides high flow and stable pressures with
minimal vibration and sound. Product C. Product E This State-of-the-art electric fuel pump
offers maximum performance in a compact package for carbureted applications. Anodized
aluminum housing and high quality internals make it both strong and extremely durable, is
Product H Looking for a fuel pump that is quiet, stylish, powerful and dependable? Look at the
Holley HP series fuel pumps. The exclusive gerotor gearset quietly and efficiently pumps the
fuel without the noise of traditional vane Product RE This safety feature is a must have for any
electric fuel-pump fed Muscle Car. If your motor stalls and your float is sticking, or worse, if
you're in an accident severe enough to stop the motor, your electric fuel pump will This
compact electric fuel pump is compatible with all gasoline fuels and additives. The solid state
design has a low current draw of around one AMP and makes a good stand alone pump or
booster pump. Features: Solid-state This universal fuel pump relay will ensure proper wiring
which to reduce the risk of damaging the fuel pump, and offers consistent fuel pressure. For
use with Edelbrock E and E fuel pumps. This externally mounted Holley electric fuel pump
features the proven rotor and vane design. Designed specifically to prevent voltage drops at the
fuel pump to maintain constant fuel pump pressure and to prevent fuel pump amperage
overloads from damaging the vehicle's electrical system. Set includes: 30 amp heavy Works
superbly as either an in-line Anodized aluminum housing and high quality internals make it both
strong and extremely durable, is preset Features: Tumble polished billet look New lower
housing casting for enhanced fuel flow and quieter operation Maximum pressure is It's a good
idea to relay your fuel pump for the street and a must when you're racing. Designed specifically
to prevent voltage drops at the fuel pump to maintain constant fuel pump pressure and to
prevent fuel pump amperage Product P Make sure your fuel pump can keep up with your
boosted engine! This programmable fuel pump voltage booster is used on vehicles with turbo
chargers and superchargers where fuel pressure and delivery are crucial. This device This
direct replacement electric fuel pump features cutting-edge turbine technology, which makes it
quiter, more tolerant of debris, more efficient and exceed manufacturer? Product PHP. Our
direct replacement electric fuel pump features cutting-edge turbine technology, which makes it
quiter, more tolerant of debris, and more efficient. It also exceed manufacturer? Product G It is a
genuine replacement GM component. The gasket's GM part number is The gasket has the
following dimensions: 0. Close Notification. Toll Free 1. Select Year All Years Select Make All
Makes. Select Model All Models. View As: Grid Detail. Perfect Flow Fuel Delivery System.
Electric Fuel Pump Safety Switch. Micro Electric Fuel Pump. Universal Fuel Pump Relay.
Electric Fuel Pump. Engine Engine Acc. General Information. If you continue to have problems
with this form, please contact us during normal business hours. Please expect shipping and
customer service delays. We appreciate your patience and continued support. Product The
Perfect Flow Fuel Delivery System is a fuel pump system designed to support up to horse
power in naturally aspirated applications or it can be configured as a main and secondary pump
to support up to horse power View Product Details. This externally-mounted electric fuel pump
is ideal for most street and strip applications. Proven rotary vein technology provides high flow
and stable pressures with minimal vibration and sound. Product C. Product E This
State-of-the-art electric fuel pump offers maximum performance in a compact package for
carbureted applications. Anodized aluminum housing and high quality internals make it both
strong and extremely durable, is Product H Looking for a fuel pump that is quiet, stylish,
powerful and dependable? Look at the Holley HP series fuel pumps. The exclusive gerotor
gearset quietly and efficiently pumps the fuel without the noise of traditional vane Product RE
This safety feature is a must have for any electric fuel-pump fed Muscle Car. If your motor stalls
and your float is sticking, or worse, if you're in an accident severe enough to stop the motor,
your electric fuel pump will This compact electric fuel pump is compatible with all gasoline fuels
and additives. The solid state design has a low current draw of around one AMP and makes a
good stand alone pump or booster pump. Features: Solid-state This universal fuel pump relay
will ensure proper wiring which to reduce the risk of damaging the fuel pump, and offers
consistent fuel pressure. For use with Edelbrock E and E fuel pumps. This externally mounted
Holley electric fuel pump features the proven rotor and vane design. Designed specifically to
prevent voltage drops at the fuel pump to maintain constant fuel pump pressure and to prevent
fuel pump amperage overloads from damaging the vehicle's electrical system. Set includes: 30
amp heavy Works superbly as either an in-line Anodized aluminum housing and high quality
internals make it both strong and extremely durable, is preset Features: Tumble polished billet
look New lower housing casting for enhanced fuel flow and quieter operation Maximum
pressure is It's
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a good idea to relay your fuel pump for the street and a must when you're racing. Designed
specifically to prevent voltage drops at the fuel pump to maintain constant fuel pump pressure
and to prevent fuel pump amperage Product P This direct replacement electric fuel pump
features cutting-edge turbine technology, which makes it quiter, more tolerant of debris, more
efficient and exceed manufacturer? Product PHP. Our direct replacement electric fuel pump
features cutting-edge turbine technology, which makes it quiter, more tolerant of debris, and
more efficient. It also exceed manufacturer? Close Notification. Toll Free 1. Select Year All Years
Select Make All Makes. Select Model All Models. View As: Grid Detail. Perfect Flow Fuel Delivery
System. Electric Fuel Pump Safety Switch. Micro Electric Fuel Pump. Universal Fuel Pump
Relay. Electric Fuel Pump. Engine Engine Acc. General Information. If you continue to have
problems with this form, please contact us during normal business hours.

